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VAULT Access 
Choose from three memberships types when offering staff access to the provisions at VAULT; 
general gym use, regularly scheduled group exercise timetable and “fundamental” sessions.  

1. ALL staff eligible  
2. Building Outgoings 
3. Per visit 

All staff eligible  
One of the key issues we know businesses face is paying for memberships that aren’t used. 

With this option, a monthly charge* allows all staff to have VAULT access. However, the charge 
amount is based on the size of the company and percentage of expected employee uptake.  

This option is inclusive of VAULT’s non-gym based education sessions and access to other company 
specific programs such as complementary sessions with trainers and “metabolic measurements”.   

Building Outgoings 
With this arrangement, the provision for VAULT access is built into the outgoings for the space 
leased by the company in the building. Therefore, the business pays this as part of their occupancy 
costs, and the building pay the VAULT to allow tenant access as members.  

While some buildings already provide this option, there may be some steps required for this type of 
arrangement to be established in other buildings. 

The rate is calculated as per the option above. 

Casual Per Visit 
Alternatively, a company can prepay* for a nominated number of visits for staff to use. A validity 
period of 12 months accompanies this prepaid option.  

Staff Contribution 
To offset the costs of any of the options above a company may encourage a staff contribution by 
committing a monthly, quarterly, half yearly or annual amount to the “membership”. Some 
companies elect to salary deductions, others raised funds through social/sports clubs 

 

*Refer to the pricing matrix document provided for more in-depth costing 
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Education 
VAULT members have access to seminars and workshops conducted by VAULT trainers or, from time 
to time, specialist guest presenters. 

Presentations are interactive and hands on, with practical advice and takeaway ideas. Previous 
sessions have included: 

· Stress management 
· Motivation and habit forming 
· Combatting “Office Posture” 
· Simple nutrition  

The workplace may prefer to offer several sessions across a week to ensure all eligible staff have the 
opportunity to attend.  

Promotion of attendance at any Lunch & Learn seminar/workshops to be a collaborative effort 
between the workplace and VAULT so all eligible staff are aware of upcoming sessions and 
engagement with a maximal number of staff is attained.  

Members from an “all staff eligible company pays membership” allows for all staff to attend these 
sessions as part of the cap*. Attendees from a “Casual per visit” membership will register as a visit 
when attending an education platform or a metabolic measurement & activity coaching session. 

Our Education platform also include the VAULT Metabolic Measurement and Activity Coaching 
sessions with a trainer. A one on one sit down with an experienced trainer designed to provide data 
that can be tracked over time to see trends take shape. 

VAULT can arrange to conduct these sessions in the workplace at regularly scheduled intervals 
throughout the year as all equipment used is portable and space required is minimal.   
The Metabolic Measurement involves using “Tanita Inner Scan” technology to determine:  

 BMI 
 Muscle Mass 
 Body Fat Percentage 
 Bone Mass 
 Body Water Percentage  
 Basal Metabolic Rate and Metabolic Age 

We will also take a Blood Pressure & Resting Heart Rate reading to provide another set of 
comparable values.  

Participants can also discuss personal goals in a simplistic way or map out, in depth, how they can 
implement more activity into a daily routine. Revisiting previous readings to see how planned 
activity and advice from VAULT trainers has impacted these physiological readings and become a 
platform for future training programs. 

 

*Refer to the pricing matrix document provided  
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Community Engagement & Networking 
VAULT can help you accomplish team building and networking with staff and clients. 

Fitness, wellness and social activities form the framework to create group interaction between staff 
members and/or clients to break down barriers. 

These programs can be geared towards a community event such as: 

 HBF Run, City 2 Surf, Corporate Triathlons,  
 Cape to Cape mountain bike/treks 
 Ride to conquer cancer  

Programs may involve VAULT arranging specialist coaches.  

We guarantee the content of programs will be suitable to all levels of experience.  

VAULT also offer a “Corporate Challenge” program which may involve intra or inter company 
competition. Participating employees begin with baseline measurements of both physiological and 
physical fitness allowing us to track changes over the challenge period.   

The How Young Can You Get challenge is designed to strengthen office comradery in a fun and 
engaging format.  

When run adjacent to another company, the competitive nature of all involved becomes very 
motivating.   

With one of the “VAULT Access” memberships*, staff enrolled into a program(s) will eligible for a 
special rate to include these programs. 

 

  

*Refer to the pricing matrix document provided  
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Surveys 
Want to find out what your people really want when it comes to their wellness? 

A survey provides a great deal of insight into what staff are looking for from their workplace and 
how that provides a platform to a good work/life balance.  

VAULT have several “Standard” template questionnaires ready to be used with very little turnaround 
time, however specifically tailored surveys can also be designed upon request*. 

VAULT will work with the provider to ensure the number of participants completing the survey is 
maximised and data collected is from a worthwhile sample size.  

Surveys can be completed anonymously to remove bias, but may include collection of age, 
company/department etc.  

VAULT will compile and present the data in an interactive format. These presentations will establish 
the key wellness needs identified by survey participants and VAULT will provide recommendations 
on the actionable steps to implement changes in a cost-effective manner. 

 

 

 

*Refer to the pricing matrix document provided  
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Allied Health 
VAULT can deliver a variety of allied health services in the workplace or onsite at a VAULT location to 
increase staff wellbeing*. 

We work closely with physiotherapists, a massage therapist as well as having access to an exercise 
physiologist and a dietician too.  

Offerings available through VAULT may include and are not limited to: 

 Ergonomic Assessments—with one of VAULT’s two in house physiotherapists.  Conducted on a 
quarterly basis and/or ADHOC with new employees  

 Sports Massage—15 minute “hands on” tasters, in office attire, in the workplace!  

Individual appointments are also available with providers, including our Exercise Physiologist and 
dietician, at a cost to the person** (potentially with rebates available for those with private health 
cover).  

Individual consultations are available with our providers regardless of the employees “member” 
status—the services available for members and non-members alike.  

 

 

 

 

 

*Refer to the pricing matrix document provided  

** Subject to availability/times may change.  
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Charity Events 
In 2017 VAULT, in partnership with Exchange Tower were awarded the Fundraiser of the Year 2017 
by Cystic Fibrosis WA!  
  
Since 2015, VAULT have successfully organised and run over half a dozen charity spin events for four 
different charities; 65 Roses Cystic Fibrosis on four occasions, Diabetes WA, OZHARVEST, Smith 
Family Foundation and a very well-known mental health charity helping raise close to $50,000 in the 
process.   
 
With events held in the entrance lobbies of Allendale Square, Exchange Tower, 140 St George 
Terrace and the St Martins Centre, we maximise the level of engagement with tenants in the 
buildings. 
 

In addition to securing donations for charitable organisations, we also create a little competition 
around getting involved in our events. We have challenged participants in our events to cover as 
many kms as possible as a team, burn a ton of calories and generate as big a power output as they 
can! 

Winning team in previous events include: 

 A combined Mitsui Team 
 Bell Potter 
 Knight Frank WA 
 Santos 

Where possible we source the prizes for the competition part of the event from local businesses, 
usual as a form of donation to the event.  

If there is a cause close to your heart, we would love to help you raise their profile and money the 
organisation deserves.  
 


